
Wildlife 

IN THE GREATER KRUGER, SOUTH AFRICA

Two week Experience
Photography



The Next Step

Take your photography skills to the next level
with an action packed project designed for
those wanting to take the next big step into the
world of wildlife photography!

There’s plenty of time out in the field, including
visits to various game reserves with the
opportunity to photograph the Big Five and
much more.

The emphasis is on ethical and responsible
photography; how we interact with nature and
how to use our images to aid and support the
needs of our local research projects and
conservation initiatives.

With a dedicated field guide and specially
designed presentations, your knowledge will
grow exponentially and will feed directly into
your photography.

For a more intimate, focused and comfortable
experience for all, we believe a medium sized
group is best so we max out at six people – so
make sure to act quickly to guarantee your
space!

Just remember to bring plenty of memory cards
and spare batteries!

“If you love photography, it’s simply the best way to see 
everything, and to leave with the best photos, and have those 
photos used for something meaningful.“ – Jake Pascoe



From giant elephants and iconic predators to
vibrant birds and beautiful insects, you’ll be in
the best position to photograph Africa’s most
iconic and overlooked species. Night drives
bring the opportunity to photograph the
milky way and puts the spotlight on finding
nocturnal species; a tough but rewarding
challenge!

A whole day is spent exploring the famous
Kruger National Park, and two nights will
have you falling asleep to the sounds of the
wild in our new bush camp set in the middle
of a wild game reserve.

You’ll visit one of our partnering
organisations, a local reptile park, where
you’ll interact and photograph beautiful and
exciting reptiles up close and personal in
ways only possible here!

Accommodation is at Dumela Lodge, sitting
just outside of Hoedspruit and surrounded by
nature reserves. Your stay includes:

• Two people per room
• Air-conditioning
• Meals (some meals outside the 

lodge not included)
• Pool access
• Optional Wi-Fi
• Optional Laundry

What’s On Offer

“A photographers dream, action packed, knowledge and skill based 
coaching, and a great place to spend two weeks.” – Steve Pugh



Your Future

If you’re looking for a more committed future to
Africa and photography, then Sam and this
project aims to aid you in every way possible.

With the knowledge, insight and expertise of
the area and world of wildlife photography,
Sam aims to help others achieve their dream
with photography in Africa. Before you know it,
you could be running your own specialised trips
and opening the doors to others yourself!

DATES and prices
To book or make an enquiry, don’t hesitate to
get in touch!

Email: nicole@africanimpact.com

2020 Start Dates + Prices:

2nd February - £2199

19th April - £2199

14th June - £2199

4th October - £2199

“Sam and our guide opened up a whole new world of photography 
and appreciation for the natural world, of which I intend to take 
home and share with others.” – Toodie May


